Fostering the next generation of business

**1,700 CASES**

Real world cases at your fingertips

*SAGE Business Cases* is the first digital collection tailored to library needs, providing campus-wide access to cases and making discovery and research easier outside of the traditional per-case purchase model. Offered on SAGE Knowledge, these cases are integrated with SAGE’s book, video and reference content, allowing for a rich scholarly environment.

**36 NEW REPORTS IN 2017**

The first step in successful business research

Our editors work with well-known business journalists to produce authoritative reports on newsworthy topics of the highest quality. More thorough than newspaper or magazine articles and more timely than scholarly journals and reference works, *SAGE Business Researcher* helps your researchers to see key business and management issues in their proper context.

**OVER 143 HOURS**

Bringing teaching, learning and research to life

Rising steadily across all disciplines, the use of video is a critical way of clarifying concepts and inspiring researchers. The *SAGE Video Business & Management Collection* is designed to elevate the teaching, learning and research experience. Consisting of over 143 hours of video, 80% exclusive to SAGE, this collection allows researchers to see how business experts and practitioners solve real-world problems and achieve academic and professional success.

**14,000+DATA SERIES**

The dynamic research data source

Finding statistical data has become synonymous with pain, but no more! *SAGE Stats* simplifies the process by providing data in an easy-to-use interface. Researchers are not only able to find exactly what they need but can now do so with just a few clicks, saving themselves time to get straight to analysis. Users will be able to mine current and projected demographic and industry data series down to the ZIP code level.

For more information or to sign up for a FREE trial, please contact us at librarysales@sagepub.com or visit our website: www.sagepublishing.com